
If you would like to support Walking Tall, please consider a one time donation or regular monthly         
donation to support and continue offering many skills to these young men. Thank you so much!                
Walking Tall: PO Box 3789 Central Point, OR 97502 or walkingtallso.org for online donations. 

Brothers in Unity                                                                                                            

“Walking Tall is a program where we train young men in moral living while teaching them practical life 
skills.” Tom said the first time I met him. “Although efforts are aimed at the young men, everyone in     
Walking Tall is blessed!” Now after more than 2 years, I can attest to this firsthand. Walking Tall  has        
provided an outlet for service as well as a fellowship of Godly inspiration and encouragement. 

When I came to WT, I didn't know where I wanted to participate. I had some experience in woodshop,    
construction, and small engine, but I ended up in the metal shop. It’s funny I ended up there because that   
is the area, I had the least experience.  But I had an interest in metal and was keen to learn so I jumped in! I 
felt like I didn’t have much to offer but I realized that willingness to learn is exactly what we are trying to 
teach. We’ve had some talented mentors come through the metal shop in the years I have been there. I 
have been able to learn from them and observe the young men springboard off their experience. Since I had 
the opportunity to learn from these talented guys, I too can now answer some 
of the questions that are asked in the metal shop!    

At Walking Tall our mentors are from a wide range of churches throughout the 
Valley. Since we are all oriented around the same goal of inputting into young 
men’s lives, the diversity among us serves as a great strength. I like that the 
young men get to experience the blessings of “brothers dwelling together in 
unity.” I think this is one of the many powerful, yet subtle lessons to be learned 
at Walking Tall. Walking Tall is a place where faith is expressed alongside practi-
cal work.  It’s a different way to infuse truth then would be experienced in typi-
cal church setting.  For the “churched” in our group it proves an additional 
platform to shine the light. For the young men in our group that are not familiar 
with church it can 
serve as an introduc-
tion to the things of 
God. Walking Tall is  
a family where all 
levels of faith and 
experience are      
appreciated and    
valued!                  
Josh B. 

Behold, how good and pleasant it is when brothers dwell in unity!                                                                  

Psalm 133:1 

Thank you for your Prayers and Support  
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